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Our project aims 

 

v  Discover how successful learning is defined by learners in 
the ACE sector and how this can inform the programme 
interventions and activities offered in this learning context 

 

v  Provide a means for ACE providers such as REAP to 
evaluate the interventions and activities they offer, and 
inform any practice change to ensure that their programmes 
and teaching strategies meet learner needs 



Who was involved 

•  3 REAPs - Wairarapa, Central Otago and Bay of  Plenty……… 
 

•  43 ACE learners completing a range of  courses and programmes 
 

•  13 ACE tutors 
 

•  15 ‘other’ stakeholders working in the ACE environment including 
REAP managers and supervisors, ACE coordinators, and community 
and social service providers 

	



What we did 
Learner Interviews 
• Narratives on how they define success and the value they gain from 

engaging in ACE programmes 
• Motivations to enrol in an ACE programme 
•  Learning goals and goals for the future 
•  Perceptions of  how the REAP is supporting them in achieving their goals 
 

Tutor & ‘Other Stakeholder’ Interviews 
• How they support learner achievement 
•  Internal and external challenges they thought had a significant influence 

on ACE learner achievement 
• Types of  professional development which were seen as important in 

supporting tutors 



What we asked the learners….. 

1.  Why did you choose to enrol in your course/programme? 

2.  What would you say about your experiences in ACE? 

3.  What have been some positive experiences of  your learning? 

4.  What do you plan to do once you have completed this course/
programme? 



What we found: 4 Themes 

1.  Defining learning success: The learners’ perspective 

2.  Learner challenges and challenges to learning 

3.  Learner support mechanisms 

4.  Future pathways and plans 



What the learners said…Defining learning success 

• Get a qualification for a more out-there job 
•  Learn to speak English 
•  Build my confidence 
• Doing something constructive in between work 
• Helps me with my anxiety 
•  I am becoming more involved in the community 
• You can choose your own pathway in ACE, what you want to do, not have 

to do 
•  Learning how to parent our children 
 

“ I am challenging myself  every day, especially at my age. I am doing 
things I never thought I could or would do” 



Take a Moment…… 
 

1. How do you think your learners would define 
‘learning success’? 

 
2. How do you define ‘learning success’? 



What the learners said…… 

	
	
	
	
	



What we asked the tutors 

1.  How do you support learner achievement? 

2.  Describe what you think are the main challenges that influence 
learner achievement for ACE learners 

3.  What professional development do you find useful in supporting 
your teaching practice? 

	



What we asked the ‘other stakeholders’ 

1.  How do you support your tutors? 

2.  What are the main challenges for you and your team in supporting 
the learning achievement of  ACE learners? 

3.  What support and professional development do you think/have you 
found is effective for your tutors? 



What the stakeholders said….. 



What else we found 

• The three REAPs in this study already employ a range of  mechanisms 
to help evaluate the effectiveness of  ACE programmes and other 
strategies aimed at supporting learners 

v Formative and summative learner & programme evaluations 
v Formative learner self-evaluations 
v Learner feedback 

 

• Learners are provided with a wraparound service –  
v Collaboration between ACE providers and other community services 

was highlighted as a real strength of  the sector, and one which had a 
significant influence on the learning experiences and outcomes of  
ACE learners 



	

Take a Moment…… 
 

How do you evaluate the effectiveness of  your 
programmes? 



The outcomes we achieved 

1.  Learner-centric Evaluation Model:   
v Positions learner at the centre 
v Establishes essential learner-centric practices and key  stakeholders 

providing and supporting these 

2.  Evaluation Review Process: 
v An integrated tool alongside other established ACE evaluation 

processes that can be used by ACE training providers to determine 
alignment between programme interventions and activities and 
ACE learners’ views of  successful learning 

v Underpinned by the Learner-centric Evaluation Model 

	



The Report 

	
An overarching reaction on reading the report is that it is 

relentlessly positive 
 

The report unreservedly supports REAP and its tutors and 
management 


